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Greetings Debbie,

In comparing the Enterprise's archive list of items with the name "Lofland" in them to my lists of items by or
featuring me in the Enterprise, I have found some puzzling differences.

The differences are large enough for me to wonder if I have used the Enterprise archive incorrectly. 
Therefore, I write to ask you and your staff to give me a "reality check" on the Enterprise archive.

Here are the specifics.

1. Recently, I looked up "Lofland" in the Enterprise archive and got 46 "hits." (The list of them is attached.)

I compared this list to my lists of items by or featuring me in the Enterprise since the August 3, 1997 start 
of the Enterprise online archive.

2. The list of items by me is section G of the second attached pdf. (It is "section G" because the pdf is a 
screen shot from a fuller list of my Davis history publications at 
http://www.davishistoryresearch.org/3-authors/lofland-john/davis-history-related-publications-by-john-lofla
nd/)

In section G, I list 16 items by me since the archive began. But, I can find only one of them in the Enterprise 
archive (number 15 on my list).

The discrepancy is so large that I of course wonder if I am searching the archive correctly.

3. In section H of the second pdf, I count 19 items featuring me by name, but I can find only eight of them 
in the Enterprise archive list. These are numbers 11, 12, 14, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22.  (I remove items 1, 5, 16, and 
23, which involve me although the writers--mostly Bob Dunning--do not use my name.)

So, if we add 15 items by me not archived to 11 featuring me not archived, we have a "short-fall" of 26 
items.

Can such a short-fall be true? Am I missing something obvious?

Thanks.

John
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